Summary of RMS enhancements for FLAS providers
1 December 2016
New ‘Location’ field in events
There will be a mandatory ‘Location’ dropdown list in event forms to record where sessions take place.

New ‘Region’ field in party record
There will be a mandatory ‘Region’ dropdown list in party records to record what region the party lives in. This
information will be used for reporting.

New ‘FAM code’ field in disputes
There will be a new field in the dispute form where you can record the FAM code.

Updating the Funding Declaration Form
We will move some sections in the Funding Declaration Form so that the information is in a more logical order
for the applicant. We have also reworded some sections slightly.

‘Provider’, ‘Supplier’ and ‘Initiating Party’ fields locked
Once you have entered and saved something in the ‘Supplier’, ‘Provider’ and ‘Initiating Party’ fields in a
dispute, they can only be edited by a MoJ system administrator.

‘Enter’ key to start search
The ‘Enter’ key will now start searches, so you will be able to simply press ‘Enter’ when searching rather than
having to click on the ‘Search’ button.

New ‘FLAS task’ column
There will be a new column showing type of FLAS task on the event search page and in the event panel in the
party record. This will make it easier to quickly identify whether an event is for initial advice or help with court
entry forms.

Party funding status in events
We will add the parties’ funding status to event forms.

Events finalised in current month will still be editable
You will now be able to edit events that were finalised in the current month. Once the month when the event
was finalised has passed only a MoJ system administrator will be able to edit it.

Search fields not case sensitive
Currently a few search fields in RMS are case sensitive. This will be changed so that no search fields are case
sensitive anymore.

Ethnicity list updated
We will update the ethnicity list in the party record to make it shorter and less detailed.

